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About the Book 

Alessandra D’Angeli is in need of an adventure. Tired of her sixteenth-

century life in Italy and homesick for her time-traveling cousin, Cat, who 
visited her for a magical week and dazzled her with tales of the future, 

Alessandra is lost. Until the stars hear her plea. 

One mystical spell later, Alessandra appears on Cat’s Beverly Hills doorstep 

five hundred years in the future. Surrounded by confusing gadgets, scary 
transportation, and scandalous clothing, Less is hesitant to live the life of a 

twenty-first century teen…until she meets the infuriating—and infuriatingly 
handsome—surfer Austin Michaels. Austin challenges everything she believes 

in…and introduces her to a world filled with possibility. 

With the clock ticking, Less knows she must live every moment of her 

modern life while she still can. But how will she return to the drab life of her 
past when the future is what holds everything she’s come to love? 

 



About the Author 

Rachel Harris grew up in New Orleans, watching soap operas with her grandmother and staying up 

late sneak reading her mom's favorite romance novels. Now a Cajun cowgirl living in Houston, 

she still stays up too late reading her favorite romances, only now, she can do so openly. She firmly 

believes life's problems can be solved with a hot, powdered-sugar-coated beignet or a thick slice of 

king cake, and that screaming at strangers for cheap, plastic beads is acceptable behavior in certain 

situations. 

She homeschools her two beautiful girls and loves watching reality television with her amazing 

husband. She writes young adult, new adult, and adult Fun, Flirty Escapes, and LOVES talking with 

readers!   
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Target Audiences 

• Fans of YA Historical, Fantasy, and Contemporary Romance 

• Readers of Time-Travel Fiction 

• Fans of Stephanie Perkins, Sarah Dessen, and Meg Cabot. 

 

Praise for My Super Sweet Sixteenth Century: 

"Light and charming, this debut novel will appeal to those who want to leave the real world behind for a 
while." -- SLJ 
  
"Harris' debut is a knockout. Her characters are charming and wonderfully entertaining, and they're set in 
a unique amd well-defined world that will capture your imagination from the very first page." -- RT Book 
Reviews 
 
“Rachel Harris has skillfully crafted her debut novel. My Super Sweet Sixteenth Century covers a breadth 
of issues, all in a fun-filled, thoroughly enjoyable package.” – NY Journal of Books 
  
"Just what I was looking for in a YA time travel novel. Don’t miss Rachel Harris’s debut. It’s a totally fun 
and totally satisfying read." -- Lisa T. Bergren, author of the River of Time series 
 
“Fresh and funny, Harris’s detail-rich writing makes for a truly charming debut novel.” – Holly Schindler, 
author of Playing Hurt 

 
 

Praise for A Tale of Two Centuries: 

"Rachel Harris perfectly captures the experiences of a Renaissance maiden transported to modern-day 

Hollywood. Utterly and completely adorable. I can't remember the last time I laughed so much or 

swooned so hard. I want to hug this book to pieces!" -- Fiona Paul, author Starling. 

 

"In this mystical story of friendship, first kisses, and finding your voice, the real magic is Rachel Harris' 

writing. You'll root for sweet Less, swoon for Austin, and be compelled to finish it in one sitting.  A truly 

perfect YA romance." -- Stephanie Kate Strohm, author Confederates Don't Wear Couture 

 

Web and Social Media Reach 

• Regional and National media outreach 

• Targeted “stops” at high traffic Young Adult and Romance book review and reader  

blogs/websites over release month, plus promotion of the “blog tour” on author’s website, the  

Entangled In Romance blog, and on various social media platforms including Facebook, Twitter,  

Goodreads and Google+. 



• Inclusion for review: Glitter magazine, RT Book Reviews Magazine, Fresh Fiction, Kirkus, SLJ, 

Seventeen, Girls’ Life, and Justice Magazine.  

• Author has a busy speaking schedule at local and regional Young Adult writer groups and RWA  

chapter meetings, literary festivals, libraries, and schools, and is well‐connected with her local  

bookstores.  

• Strategic web advertising on prominent reader websites and book sites, as well as print  

advertising in various book lover and romance review magazines. 

 

Publicity Actions 

• Pre-publication buzz-tour 

• Pre-release Goodreads giveaway 

• Promotion on Entangled Publishing Facebook page 

• Entangled Publishing e-newsletter 

• Digital promotion to targeted sites, blogs, social networking sites 

• Author’s street team 

• Cross-promotion with author site and social profiles 

• Book club outreach 

• Blog Radio Interview 

• Public Appearances including heavy conference schedule 

• Goodreads Pay-Per-Click Advertising 

 

Book Signings and Speaking Engagements, Book Conference  

Appearances 

 

 

Advanced Reader Copy disbursement 
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Contact Entangled Publishing 

 

Website: http://entangledpublishing.com 

Bookseller Information: http://www.entangledpublishing.com/booksellers/ 
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2614 South Timberline Road, St. 109 

Fort Collins, Colorado 80525, or email: 

publisher@entangledpublishing.com 

Phone Number: 724.208.7888 

 

 

 

 

Entangled Publishing is an exclusive, boutique publisher of romantic fiction. Located in  

Fort Collins, Colorado, Entangled’s goal is to bridge the gap between traditional and  

indie publishing, giving both readers and authors the best of both worlds. 
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